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Abstract

In this work we elaborate on a novel image-based system for creating video-realistic eye animations to arbitrary

spoken output. These animations are useful to give a face to multimedia applications such as virtual operators

in dialog systems. Our eye animation system consists of two parts: eye control unit and rendering engine. The

designed eye control unit is based on the statistical analysis of recorded human subjects. We design a new model,

which fully automatically couples eye blinks and movements with phonetic as well as prosodic information ex-

tracted from spoken language. Subjective tests showed that participants are not able to distinguish between real

eye motions and our animations, which has not been achieved before.

1. Introduction

Talking-heads give a face to spoken output [OW04]. Dia-

log systems, as used in e-commerce, can integrate facial an-

imations with synthesized speech in web sites to improve

human-machine communication. Instead of producing ex-

pensive TV and video productions, a talking-head can be

animated by the spoken output of the human subject.
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Figure 1: Image-based eye animation system: Initially pho-

netic and prosodic information are extracted from the au-

dio. The ECU generates eye blinks and movements and sends

control parameters to the rendering engine.

Eye animation systems (Fig. 1) consist of an eye con-

trol unit (ECU) and a rendering engine, which synthesizes

eye animations by combining 3D and image-based mod-

els [Cos02]. Note that our ECU may steer arbitrary render

engines. Optionally eye animation systems have a unit ex-

tracting audio features from the spoken output, which are

sent to the ECU.

Image-based facial animation systems [BCS97] mainly

concentrated on generating smooth mouth animations, how-

ever, facial expressions, head and eye movements are mainly

neglected. This work focuses on replacing the eye area to

generate video-realistic eye animations to spoken output.

Most work on eye animations [HvEvDN05, GSBS01] con-

centrated on measuring the importance of the eyes as a major

channel of non-verbal communication or designed very sim-

ple control models [DLN05, Cos02]. We regard the work of

Lee et al. [LBB02] as a reference method, because they pro-

pose a comprehensive statistical model to control eye motion

developed from their own gaze tracking analysis of real peo-

ple. The avatar can be in one of the three cognitive states: lis-

tening, talking or thinking. For this, a human operator manu-

ally segments the original eye-tracking video. Each state has

its own model and probabilities to perform saccades. To put

it simply saccades are rapid eye movements with a direction

and magnitude A repositioning the eye gaze to new locations

in the visual environment. The gaze pattern consists of two

states, looking at (MG) and away (GA) from the interlocutor.

These states as well as the execution of saccades are mod-
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eled by measured probability distributions. However, their

method has still several shortcomings. Instead of manually

adding the mode thinking as in [LBB02], we want to au-

tomatically control gaze movements with spoken language.

This approach has the advantage of generating eye move-

ments to arbitrary spoken output without manual interfer-

ence. Our designed model will integrate possible statistical

dependencies between eye movements and blinks. In order

to model eye blinks, we will explore whether eye blinks can

be controlled by spoken output.

2. Analysis of Eye Movements and Blinks

We record in two sessions a conversation of two persons who

are interviewing each other and discussing current-affairs. In

each session, which lasted for 30 minutes, the same moder-

ator and a different human subject participated. They are sit-

ting in front of a table and facing each other. The camera is

located next to the head of the moderator and a microphone

is positioned on the table. Both human subjects are informed,

that not eye but mouth movements and facial expressions are

investigated in this study in order to avoid potential change

of eye movement behavior. In each session the beginning of

the conversation is not recorded, since we believe that the

subjects acclimate after a while. For the analysis, only the

frames of the ’talking segments’ are labeled with their gaze

and blink patterns as well as with audio information, which

contains phonetic as well as prosodic features with the fol-

lowing labeling: ’pause’ (WB), ’slow speech rate’ (SSR),

’word prominence’ (WP), ’filling word’ (FW), and ’other’

(OT).

3. Statistical Dependencies

In this section, important statistical dependencies and distri-

butions of eye blinks and eye movements are investigated.

These results will be incorporated in the designed models

controlling eye blinks and eye movements. Note that ex-

treme values of eye movements and blinks are eliminated

in order to prevent unnatural animations.

3.1. Gaze Patterns, Eye Blinks and Spoken Language

In Tab. 1 the experimental conditional probability p(GS|o)
is depicted, which illustrates the distribution of gaze shifts

(GS) during an observation o. The three observations WB,

SSR and FW, which may indicate that the speaker is in

thinking mode, have a high probability p(GS|o). During WP

the speaker usually looks to the interlocutor and therefore

p(GS|o 6= WP) ≫ p(GS|o = WP). We did not observe a de-

pendency between observations and GA duration.

Condon and Ogston [CO67] observed that eye blinks

mainly occur during vocalization at the beginning of words

or utterances, the initial vowel of a word and following the

termination of a word. Hence, we label each frame of an ut-

terance with one of the following observations: ’vowel’ (V),

Table 1: For two recorded human subjects, the experimental

conditional probability p(GS|o) is presented.

WB FW SSR WP OT

7.6% 8.7% 4.4% 0.3% 1.3%

26.0% 20.0% 35.8% 4.5% 4.9%

’consonant’ (C) and ’word boundary’ (WB). After, we calcu-

late the experimental conditional probability p(o|B) that the

observation o occurs if a blink B is executed. A large num-

ber of blinks are performed at WB, p(o = WB|B) = 0.61 and

0.52 of subject 1 and 2. Since p(o = V|B)≈ p(o = C|B) the

observations V and C are simply labeled as OT.
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Figure 2: Relative frequency and fitted lognormal distribu-

tion of the duration of (a) gaze away duration (X̄ = 0.89s,

S = 0.52s), (b) duration between two consecutive eye blinks

(X̄ = 5.29s, S = 4.15s).

The relative frequency distributions of GA as well as the

duration between two consecutive eye blinks are depicted in

Fig. 2. These relative frequency distributions are modeled by

lognormal distributions. For this, the lognormal distributions

are fitted to the relative frequency distribution by a maxi-

mum likelihood estimate. Lognormal distributions are often

used if measurements show a more or less skewed distribu-

tion.

3.2. Gaze Shifts and Eye Blinks

The analysis of the statistical dependency between gaze

shifts and eye blinks indicates that we need to couple sac-

cades and blinks in one control model, since p(B|GS) is

equal to 23.2% and even 64.5% of subject 1 and 2. For

this, we determine the experimental conditional probability

p(B|A) of executing a blink B, given the saccadic magnitude

A, which can be described by the following function

p(B|A) =







0.02 ; 5 ≤ As
< 7.5

0.09 ; 7.5 ≤ As
< 12.5

0.24 ; 12.5 ≤ As
< 17.5

(1)

4. Eye Control Unit

The ECU consists of two models: Blink and gaze model and

the models of eye movements. The latter is mainly based

on the work of [LBB02], but improved by considering that
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Figure 3: Overview of the ECU.

vertical saccades and eyelid movements are coupled. Head

motion and audio features are input parameters. Our main

focus is on the model controlling the eye movements and

blinks (Fig. 3). We propose an algorithm that iteratively de-

termines an animation path, which contains information for

eye movements and blinks for each frame of the animation.

Firstly, each frame of the animation path is labeled with

its corresponding observation o, which is extracted from the

spoken output. Secondly, for the entire animation the gaze

patterns MG and GA are determined. A gaze shift is exe-

cuted, if a random number is smaller than p(GS|o). Since the

duration of remaining in GA is independent of o, the dura-

tion is determined by modeling the lognormal distribution in

Fig. 2a. Thirdly, saccades are generated [LBB02]. Fourthly,

eye blinks, which are simultaneously executed with a gaze

shift, are added to the animation path by considering the

magnitude A of the saccades and Eq. (1). Finally, additional

eye blinks are added to the animation path. While the model

synthesizing new gaze patterns uses the conditional proba-

bility p(GS|o), eye blinks cannot be generated by only tak-

ing the observation o into account. The temporal dependency

of blinks must be considered, since eye blinks fulfill the bio-

logical purpose to regularly wet the cornea. Hence, we deter-

mine the conditional probability p(B|tNB
b ,o) of performing

a blink B given observation o and time tNB
b passed since the

last blink. With simple algebraic manipulation we can easily

derive

p(B|tNB
b ,o) =

p(o|B, tNB
b ) · p(B|tNB

b )

p(o|tNB
b

)
. (2)

Neglecting statistical dependencies between o and tNB
b we

can rewrite Eq. (2) as

p(B|tNB
b ,o) =

p(o|B) · p(B|tNB
b )

p(o)
. (3)

The conditional probability p(o|B) is already calculated,

p(B|tNB
b ) is modeled by the lognormal distribution (Fig. 2b),

and p(o) can easily be measured from the recorded corpus.

In order to generate eye blinks we design a FSM with three

states NB0, NB and B (Fig. 4). While in NB0 and NB the

eyes are open, in B an eye blink is executed. Initially and

after the execution of an eye blink the machine starts in the

default state NB0, which sets tNB
b to one. After the initializa-

tion the state is changed from NB0 to NB. Each time the cur-

rent observation o is determined, a random number rp gener-

ated and the duration tNB
b increased. The machine switches

to another state, if rp is smaller than the transition proba-

bility ptNB
b ,o. Since we do know the probability p(BtNB

b ,o) of

switching to state B given the observation o and duration tNB
b

we can relate the states NB and B with the transition proba-

bility ptNB
b ,o as

p(BtNB
b ,o) = ptNB

b ,o · p(NBtNB
b −1), ∀t

NB
b > 1 (4)

with

p(NBtNB
b −1) = 1−

tNB
b −1

∑
l=1

p(Bl). (5)

Since the probability p(BtNB
b ,o) is obviously equal to the con-

ditional probability p(B|tNB
b ,o), Eq. (3) and (4) can be com-

bined resulting in

ptNB
b ,o =

p(o|B) · p(B|tNB
b )

p(o) · p(NBtNB
b −1)

(6)

giving the transition probability of the FSM of performing a

blink given tNB
b and o (Fig. 4). Initially in state B the duration

tB
b of the eye blink is determined. After the blink the FSM

switches to the default state NB0.
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Figure 4: Statechart: FSM with three states NB0, NB, and

B models eye blinks. The transition probability ptNB
b ,o from

the state NB to B depends on the duration tNB
b and current

observation o.

5. RESULTS

The quality of the synthesized animations of our mod-

els is evaluated by a subjective test with 25 participants.

The general viewing conditions are set as recommended

in [ITU02]. The videos with a resolution of 480x384 are

MPEG-1 encoded and displayed with the Windows Me-

dia Player. Videos of eye animations with our proposed

system can be found on our web site: http://www.tnt.uni-

hannover.de/project/facialanimation/demo/index.html. Two

types of test material are presented to participants: an En-

glish female and a German male speaker. Altogether 8 dif-

ferent utterances with duration between 2 and 22s are pre-
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Table 2: Correct answers to pair presentations (sample

mean X̄, standard deviation S and p-value). Type I: origi-

nal, Type II: reference method [LBB02], Type III: proposed

method.

Type I versus Type II Type I versus Type III

X̄ S p X̄ S p

0.78 0.14 < 10−4 0.54 0.19 =0.33

pared. These clips are not used for previously training the

models of the ECU. Eye animations are generated by using

the spoken output and the speakers head movements as input

parameters to the eye animation system. Each test session

begins with an introduction of the purpose and goals of the

experiment and instructions are given to the participants.

Pairs of real and synthetic image-sequences of the same

utterance are presented as stimuli, one immediately after

the other in randomized order. We compare the reference

method of [LBB02] (Type II), as well as our proposed

method (Type III) with respect to the original video (Type I).

The participants’ task is to tell the order of the presented real

and animated videos. Participants correctly identified the or-

der of sequences of Type I and II with 78% (Tab. 2). Hence,

most participants are able to distinguish between real and

synthetic sequences. The average score of correctly identify-

ing the order of real and our proposed method is only 54%,

which is close to chance level. Note the number of correct

answers of a clip does not increase by an increase of its du-

ration.

For both pairs we propose a hypothesis about the relation

between real and synthetic sequences. Our null hypothesis

states that the correctly identified orders are chance level,

hence H0 : µ = 0.5. The alternative hypothesis is that it is

not chance level H1 : µ 6= 0.5. While a t-test indicates that

H0 is rejected for of Type I and II, the null hypothesis is

retained for Type I and III.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we developed a novel image-based eye anima-

tion system consisting of a ECU and a rendering engine. The

designed ECU, which consists of different models, is based

on the statistical analysis of recorded human subjects in a

two-way conversation. We designed one integrated eye blink

and gaze model, because we showed that eye blinks and gaze

movements are coupled. Furthermore, our analysis revealed

statistical dependencies between eye blinks and gaze move-

ments with spoken language. While eye blinks mainly occur

at word boundaries, gaze shifts occur in thinking mode, e.g.

indicated by filling word. On the other hand if words are em-

phasized, the speaker usually looks to the interlocutor. This

approach allows to automatically generate appropriate eye

animations to arbitrary spoken language.

We conducted a subjective test using the original, refer-

ence [LBB02] and our proposed method. The test results

show that most participants were able to distinguish between

the reference and the original, whereas they were not able to

distinguish between original and our proposed method. The

new eye animation system creates video-realistic eye anima-

tions for a talking-head, which has not been achieved before.
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